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Abstract River deltas are intricate landscapes with complex channel networks that self-organize to
deliver water, sediment, and nutrients from the apex to the delta top and eventually to the coastal zone.
The natural balance of material and energy fluxes, which maintains a stable hydrologic, geomorphologic,
and ecological state of a river delta, is often disrupted by external perturbations causing topological and
dynamical changes in the delta structure and function. A formal quantitative framework for studying delta
channel network connectivity and transport dynamics and their response to change is lacking. Here we
present such a framework based on spectral graph theory and demonstrate its value in computing delta’s
steady state fluxes and identifying upstream (contributing) and downstream (nourishment) areas and fluxes
from any point in the network. We use this framework to construct vulnerability maps that quantify the rela-
tive change of sediment and water delivery to the shoreline outlets in response to possible perturbations in
hundreds of upstream links. The framework is applied to the Wax Lake delta in the Louisiana coast of the
U.S. and the Niger delta in West Africa. In a companion paper, we present a comprehensive suite of metrics
that quantify topologic and dynamic complexity of delta channel networks and, via application to seven
deltas in diverse environments, demonstrate their potential to reveal delta morphodynamics and relate to
notions of vulnerability and robustness.

1. Introduction

Deltas are landforms with channels that deliver water, sediment, and nutrients from rivers to oceans or to
inland water bodies via multiple pathways. These systems evolve naturally by maintaining the balance
between subsidence due to compaction and new land formation due to sediment deposition from the river
upstream. This dynamic interaction results in a low-relief terrain with slopes as low as 1.0 3 1025 and intri-
cate spatial patterns of channels and islands [e.g., Wright and Coleman, 1973; Galloway, 1975; Saito et al.,
2000; Paola et al., 2011]. Deltas are home to more than half a billion people worldwide, highly productive
regions supporting extensive agriculture, are rich in biodiversity and natural resources, and are ports of
entry and economic hot spots. Yet, they are deteriorating at an alarming rate due to human (upstream and
local exploration) and climate change (sea level rise) [Syvitski, 2008; Blum and Roberts, 2009; Syvitski et al.,
2009; V€or€osmarty et al., 2009; Bucx et al., 2010; Foufoula-Georgiou et al., 2013].

Any alteration in the delta network can provoke physical (channel morphology), biological (ecosystems),
and socioeconomic changes. For example, dams and divergence structures built upstream to satisfy
demands for water and energy reduce sediment and water delivery to the delta surface and to the coast-
line, thereby depriving delta growth and contributing to substantial reorganization of its channels and eco-
systems [Edmonds et al., 2010; Ziv et al., 2012; Filip and Giosan, 2014]. Dikes, embankments, and sluice gates
built on the delta surface to satisfy irrigation demands and flood control impose localized perturbations
that disconnect rivers from their floodplains, drain wetlands, and alter vegetation with considerable conse-
quences on fine sediment accretion and ecosystem functioning [e.g., Rabalais et al., 2002; Larsen et al.,
2009]. Sea level rise causes saltwater intrusion, accelerates subsidence, and destructs vegetation close to
the coast, and imposes ecogeomorphologic changes which propagate upstream [e.g., Chen and Stanley,
1998; Nyman and DeLaune, 1999; Goodbred, 2003; Martin et al., 2009; Anthony and Gratiot, 2012].
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Several recent studies have focused on modeling delta growth and evolution with simple radially aver-
aged models [Parker et al., 1998; Kim et al., 2009a, 2009b], detailed hydrodynamic models [e.g., Edmonds
and Slingerland, 2007], reduced complexity models [Seybold et al., 2007, 2009; Liang et al., 2015a, 2015b],
and laboratory experiments (see Paola et al. [2009] for a review). Using such models for example, the
effect of sediment flux and composition on the self-forming patterns of deltaic channels has been studied
[Edmonds and Slingerland, 2010]. Also, relationships between surface area growth, shoreline length, chan-
nel hydraulic properties, and island shapes and sizes have been developed and attempts have been made
to propose metrics that can differentiate between deltas [Jerolmack and Swenson, 2007; Martin et al.,
2009; Wolinsky et al., 2010; Edmonds et al., 2011; Geleynse et al., 2012; Passalacqua et al., 2013]. At the
same time, formal methodologies for studying delta network topology and dynamic processes operating
on them are still lacking. The pioneering work on the problem of quantifying delta channel network topol-
ogy is attributed to Smart and Moruzzi [1971]. They proposed for the first time to abstract the channel net-
work as a directed graph and use graph theory for its topological analysis. Although this work set the
foundation for such an approach, the metrics proposed were very simple and were derived by ‘‘simple
heuristic methods’’ [Smart and Moruzzi, 1971, p. 5] instead of formal graph-theoretic approaches, thereby
limiting the range of metrics that could be considered. For example, the central topologic metric pro-
posed in Smart and Moruzzi [1971] was the so-called recombination factor a, which is the ratio of the
number of junctions (points where two channels combine to form one) to the number of forks (points
where one channel divides into two). They also introduced the ‘‘connectivity matrix’’ (what will be defined
formally herein in section 2.2 as the adjacency matrix which is the standard terminology in graph theory)
and alluded to the fact that ‘‘all topologic properties of the network can be determined by simple manip-
ulation of the matrix elements of the connectivity matrix’’ [Smart and Moruzzi, 1971, p. 9]. However, they
limited the use of the connectivity matrix to deriving only one parameter: the total number of different
paths from the source (apex) to the coast.

The purpose of our paper is to revive and formalize the use of spectral graph theory for the analysis of delta
channel networks both in terms of their topologic structure and also in terms of their dynamic structure,
i.e., partition of fluxes within the network. Specifically, we conceptualize a delta channel network as a graph
and use its (weighted) Laplacian—a matrix summarizing the information about the node connections and
their strengths—to answer various questions about the structure and dynamics of a delta network. An espe-
cially important role in this approach is played by the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the graph Laplacian.
The collection of all Laplacian eigenvalues is called the spectrum, and the branch of mathematics that stud-
ies graphs via the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a graph Laplacian is called spectral graph theory. This is a
well-established and rapidly growing field in view of the ubiquitous presence of networks in natural and
engineered systems, e.g., food webs, transportation networks, ecosystems, the World Wide Web, and social
networks, to name but a few [e.g., Chung, 1997; Barrat et al., 2008]. Our study uses the recent results from
the spectral theory of directed graphs [Agaev and Chebotarev, 2005; Caughman and Veerman, 2006] that
offer a useful interpretation of the null-space (space spanned by the eigenvectors of zero eigenvalue) of the
Laplacian and have an immediate application to the analysis of deltaic systems. Specifically, we use this
theory to identify subnetworks in the delta system, such as upstream (contributing) and downstream (nour-
ishing) subnetworks for any node in the delta.

To study transport dynamics on a delta network, we adopt here a ‘‘package of flux’’ point of view. Namely,
we consider a conceptual individual package of flux (of sediment, water, or nutrients) that enters the system
at the apex and propagates downstream until it arrives at a channel junction. Here it randomly decides
which of possible further paths to take, with the probability of taking a particular path depending on the
channel width or any other suitable characteristic. In other words, the package performs a random directed
walk along the network of delta channels. A flow in the delta is conceptualized by a large number of nonin-
teracting flux packages that independently perform such a random downstream walk. This representation
allows us to use the well-developed tools from the random processes theory. For instance, a steady flux
through the delta corresponds to the stationary distribution of the above random walk and can be derived
by using operations on the Laplacian matrix.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the graph-theoretic concepts leading to the directed
weighted graph Laplacian, its spectrum, and null-space. Section 3 addresses the problems of representing a
delta as a directed graph, finding the steady flux through the delta, and identifying the contributing and
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nourishment subnetworks for a given node. Application of the framework to two river deltas, the Wax Lake
(U.S.) and Niger (West Africa), is presented in section 4. Quantification of delta vulnerability using this
approach is discussed in section 5. Section 6 presents conclusions and gives a prelude to the companion
paper where spectral analysis and entropy-based approaches are used to construct a suite of metrics
depicting the topologic and dynamic connectivity of deltas and their subnetworks and analyze how these
relate to robustness and vulnerability.

2. Directed Graphs: A Brief Review

A network is any system that admits an abstract mathematical representation as a graph whose nodes (ver-
tices) identify the elements of the system and in which the set of connecting links (edges) represent the
presence of a relation or interaction among those elements [Newman, 2003; Barrat et al., 2008]. Networks
provide a theoretical framework that allows a convenient representation of interrelations in complex sys-
tems by mapping interactions among a large number of individual components and studying their feed-
backs and dynamics. Such network-type representations of complex systems are common in ecology,
population dynamics, plant physiology, food webs, epidemiology, social sciences, and transportation (see
Newman [2003] for an extensive review and references).

In geomorphology, tributary river networks (networks that distribute their fluxes from several upstream
nodes to a single downstream outlet via convergent pathways) have been studied extensively both in terms
of their topologic structure and their dynamics [e.g., see Rodriguez-Iturbe and Rinaldo, 1997, and references
therein]. However, the structure and dynamics of distributary river networks (networks that deliver their
fluxes from a single upstream node to one or several downstream nodes via convergent and divergent
pathways) is still not as well developed with the exception of some work on tidal networks [e.g., Fagherazzi
et al., 1999; Rinaldo et al., 1999a, 1999b] and braided river networks [e.g., Sapozhnikov and Foufoula-Geor-
giou, 1996, 1997, 1999]. The present work seeks to advance the quantitative representation of distributary
networks and specifically to provide formalisms by which such networks can be studied both for their static
topology and dynamic transport of fluxes, including the propagation of disturbances and alterations from
one part of the system to the rest.

The proposed approach relies on studying networks via graph-theoretic methods. Graph theory for the
study of networks has a long history going back to Euler [1736] in solving the Konigsberg bridges problem.
In particular, spectral graph theory studies the properties of graphs via the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of
their associated graph matrices: the adjacency matrix (A) and the Laplacian matrix (L). These matrices allow
a natural link between a discrete representation (such as graphs) and a continuous representation (such as
vector spaces) and transform many problems of interest to linear algebraic problems that can be solved by
matrix manipulations. A review of the essential elements of this theory is presented below, and the reader
is referred to Newman [2003, 2010] and Barrat et al. [2008] for comprehensive reviews.

2.1. Edge Direction, Cycles, and Roots
A graph G 5 (V; E) is a collection of vertices V5 {vi}, i 5 1, . . ., N, and edges E5 {(uv)}, u,v � V , with the
notation (uv) signifying that the edge connects the vertices u and v. We will consider only simple graphs
that have at most one edge between any two vertices. We also prohibit self-loops, which are edges of the
form (uu). A graph is called directed, or digraph, if its edges have directions, so the edge pairs (uv) are
ordered. A digraph is called acyclic if there are no directed paths from a vertex to itself. An acyclic digraph
imposes well-defined parent-child relationships among the vertices. Specifically, each edge (vu) connects a
parent v to a child (offspring) u. In general, each vertex may have multiple offspring and parents. The verti-
ces with no offspring are called leaves. A digraph is called rooted if there is a vertex r such that there exists a
directed path from r to any other vertex in the graph.

This terminology suggests that there exist four types of directed graphs, defined by presence/absence of
cycles and roots. Figure 1 illustrates different types of graphs. Figure 1a shows an undirected graph with
four vertices A, B, C, D, and four undirected edges (AB), (AC), (AD), and (CD). Figures 1b–1e illustrate the four
types of digraphs. Figure 1b shows a digraph with no root and no cycles. To verify the absence of roots, we
observe that A is not connected to D and B; B is not connected to D; C is not connected to any of the other
vertices; and D is not connected to B. Figure 1c shows a digraph with a single root A and no cycles. Figure
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1d shows a digraph with roots A, C, D, and cycle (A! D! C! A) 5 (ADC). Figure 1e shows a digraph with
no root and cycle (ADC). The absence of roots is verified by observing that E is not connected to A, C, D,
and none of the vertices is connected to E. As will be seen in the sequel, rooted acyclic digraphs play an
important role in this study as they are well suited to describe propagation of fluxes along a deltaic network
from the sources (roots) to the outlets in the unique downstream direction, which prevents forming flow
cycles.

2.2. Adjacency Matrix
A digraph G can be uniquely specified by its square N 3 N asymmetric adjacency matrix AðGÞ5 auvf g1�u;v�N

with elements given by

auv5
1; if there exists edge ðvuÞ

0; otherwise
:

(
(1)

Notice that, according to this definition, a directed edge from vertex 1 to vertex 2 corresponds to a nonzero
element (2,1), and not (1,2), of the adjacency matrix A, which is illustrated in Figure 2. This standard conven-
tion proves useful for many matrix operations on graphs.

The adjacency matrix conveniently summarizes the information about the number of parents and offspring
for every vertex in a graph. Namely, the number din

u of parents for vertex u (number of edges arriving at ver-
tex u) is the sum of the elements in the uth row of A; it is called the in-degree of u. The number dout

u of off-
spring for vertex u (number of edges leaving vertex u) is the sum of the elements of the uth column of A; it
is called the out-degree of u. In matrix notations, the in-degree of u is the uth element of the vector

Figure 1. Examples of graphs. (a) Undirected graph; (b) directed graph (digraph) with no root and no cycles; (c) digraph with root A and
no cycles (rooted acyclic digraph of interest in this study); (d) digraph with roots A, D, C, and cycle (ADC); (e) digraph with no root and cycle
(ADC).

Figure 2. Adjacency, degree, and Laplacian matrices of a digraph: an example. The figure shows the matrices A, Din, Dout, Lin, and Lout for
the rooted acyclic digraph with four vertices and four edges shown in the top left corner.
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A15
XN

i51

a1i ; � � � ;
XN

i51

aNi

" #T

� din
1 ; � � � ; din

N

� �T
; (2)

and the out-degree is the uth element of the vector

AT15
XN

i51

ai1; � � � ;
XN

i51

aiN

" #T

� dout
1 ; � � � ; dout

N

� �T
; (3)

where 1 is the N 3 1 vector-column with all elements equal to 1, and AT denotes the transpose of A.

In the same fashion, it is easy to show that the uth element of the vector Ak1 is the number of distinct paths
that can be constructed by moving exactly k steps along the directed edges of G starting from u. This num-
ber can differ from the number of offspring at distance k from u, since different paths may lead to the same
offspring vertex. Similarly, the uth element of the vector (AT)k1 is the number of distinct paths that can be
constructed by moving exactly k steps along the edges of G in the reverse direction starting from u.

Sometimes, the edges of a graph are given weights wuv; these weights could represent the strength of the
relationship between nodes u and v. In this case, the graph is specified by its weighted adjacency matrix W
with nonzero elements wuv. In the delta networks, the weights could correspond to the channel widths, and
thus determine the partition of flux at each node among its downstream nodes, and hence determine the
flux distribution in the whole network. In general, in a marked graph G 5 (V, E, F), each vertex u has a quan-
titative (and possibly multidimensional) characteristic Fu.

Finally, for a graph G 5 (V, E), we can construct a new graph GR 5 ( V , ER) which is the graph on the same
set of vertices V and with the same set of edges but with reverse directions—that is, (uv) � ER if and only if
(vu) � E. We call GR the graph reverse to G; it is used in this study to identify the upstream networks
(upstream contributing areas) that contribute to a given node in the delta.

2.3. Directed Weighted Graph Laplacian
Exploration of graph properties is facilitated by considering the so-called directed graph Laplacian L, which
may take two alternative forms for a digraph G:

LinðGÞ5DinðGÞ2AðGÞ or LoutðGÞ5DoutðGÞ2AðGÞ; (4)

where Din (Dout) is the in-degree (out-degree) matrix for G defined as the N 3 N diagonal matrix with diago-
nal elements taken from A1 (AT1):

Din5

din
1 0 . . . 0

0 din
2 . . . 0

� � . .
.

�

0 0 . . . din
N

2
6666664

3
7777775; Dout5

dout
1 0 . . . 0

0 dout
2 . . . 0

� � . .
.

�

0 0 . . . dout
N

2
6666664

3
7777775: (5)

Figure 2 shows an example of degree matrices and respective Laplacians for a simple digraph on four
vertices.

We observe the following relations between matrix characteristics of graph G and the reverse graph GR:

DinðGÞ5DoutðGRÞ; DoutðGÞ 5DinðGRÞ; AðGÞ5AðGRÞT;

which imply

LinðGÞ5 LoutðGRÞ
� �T

; LoutðGÞ5 LinðGRÞ
� �T

:

The graph Laplacian can be also defined using a weighted adjacency matrix:

Lin;out
W ðGÞ5Din;out

W ðGÞ2WðGÞ; (6)

with
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Din
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.

�
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XN

i51
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2
666666666666664

3
777777777777775
; Dout

W 5

XN

i51

wi1 0 . . . 0

0
XN
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wi2 . . . 0

� � . .
.

�

0 0 . . .
XN

i51

wiN

2
666666666666664

3
777777777777775
: (7)

2.4. Why Do We Call It Laplacian?
To provide intuition behind the name Laplacian, recall that the continuous Laplace operator D is defined as
the divergence of the gradient of a sufficiently smooth function f(x1,. . .,xn):

Df 5r2f 5r � rf 5
Xn

i51

@2f
@x2

i
: (8)

For a scalar function f(x), this becomes Df 5 d2f
dx2, which is simply the second derivative. For a time series f(x)

observed at the discrete grid x 5 0, 61, 62,. . ., the gradient (first derivative) can be approximated by taking
the convolution of f with the two-element kernel d1 5 [21 1]. In this case, the Laplace operator (second
derivative) is approximated by the convolution of f with d2 5 d1*d1 5 [1 22 1]. In plain language, this is the
sum of the values of f at the two immediate neighbors of the location x minus twice the value at x:
f(x 2 1) 2 2f(x) 1 f(x 1 1). The same logic can be applied in higher dimensions: if the gradient is approxi-
mated by the difference between the values of f at two neighbor points in a given direction, then the Lapla-
cian at point x is the sum of the immediate neighboring values minus the value at x multiplied by the
number of its neighbors (2k in a k-dimensional system). This general principle applied to a directed graph
leads to the discrete Laplace operator of equation (4).

As we mention in section 1, the graph Laplacian plays a key role in studying diffusion and random walks on
graphs, network connectivity, graph partitioning, and many other problems [Newman, 2010]. This study will
rely heavily on the properties of the null-space of the graph Laplacian discussed in the next section.

2.5. Null-Space of the Digraph Laplacian
Consider a digraph Laplacian L 5 Lin (either weighted or unweighted) of size N 3 N. An eigenvector
x 5 [x1,. . .,xN]T of L is a real vector such that its right multiplication by L is equivalent to scaling by a con-
stant k:

Lx5kx: (9)

The scaling constant k that solves the equation (9) is called the eigenvalue corresponding to x. The set of
the eigenvalues k0� k1� . . .� kN21, some of which might be repeating, is called the spectrum of L. The
characterization of the digraph Laplacian spectrum can be found in Bauer [2012]. Here we are interested
only in a particular eigenvalue k 5 0.

It readily follows from the definition of the Laplacian that k 5 0 always belongs to the spectrum of L and
corresponds to the all-ones eigenvector x 5 [1,. . .,1]T. If the multiplicity of k 5 0 is larger than 1, that is, if
there exist several linearly independent vectors that solve Lx 5 0, then the corresponding eigenvectors are
not unique. Those vectors form a basis (not necessarily orthogonal) in the null-space of L:

nullðLÞ5 x : Lx50f g:

We show in this paper that the null-space of L plays an important role in describing the essential topologic
and transport properties of a digraph.

3. Graph Analysis of Deltas: Computation of Fluxes and Subnetworks

This section introduces a graph representation of a delta system of channels, describes the process of iden-
tifying delta subnetworks, and computes channel fluxes via the graph spectral representation.
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3.1. Graph Representation of a Delta System
We consider all the links in the delta network that connect the apex to the shoreline outlets, and assume a unique
downstream direction of fluxes along the delta channels. We note that in real deltas this might not always be the
case as many channels might be bidirectional, especially tidal channels close to the coast. Such cases cannot be
handled by the framework presented herein but suitable extensions might be possible in the future.

The topological arrangement of the delta channels can be represented by a marked rooted acyclic directed
graph G. The delta apex corresponds to the root of G; the shoreline outlets are represented by the leaves;
the physical points where channels intersect (combine or split) or terminate are depicted by vertices; and
the channel segments between intersections/splits/outlets correspond to edges. The direction of flux
through the delta (from root to outlets) is represented by the edge directions. The flux intensity at node i is
given by time-dependent mark Fi(t). The distribution of the flux at a parent vertex v among the offspring
vertices (x,. . .,z) is given by vector (wxv,. . .,wzv) such that wxv 1���1 wzv 5 1 guaranteeing preservation of flux
at bifurcating channels. The weights wuv form the weighted adjacency matrix W.

Figure 3 shows an example of a weighted digraph that represents a simple delta system with a single apex
(vertex 1), two outlets (vertices 2 and 4), and nonuniform distribution of the parental flux among the off-
spring. The figure shows the weighted adjacency matrix W as well as the corresponding in/out-degree mat-
rices Din

W , Dout
W and the respective Laplacians Lin

W , Lout
W . This example will be used below to illustrate the

graph-based analysis of delta transport.

3.2. Steady Flow
At steady state, the flow Fi through vertex i equals the total inflow from its parents: Fi5

PN
j51 wij Fj . The sum-

mation here is taken over all vertices j, although the weights wij have nonzero values only for the parents of
vertex i. This equation applies to all the vertices i except the root (which does not have an upstream node)
and leaves (which do not have offspring)—at these vertices the flux cannot reach a nontrivial steady state.
From the package-of-flux perspective outlined in section 1, a package that reaches an outlet will sit there
forever. Hence, the only possible stationary distribution of a random walk on our graph is one concentrated
at the outlets, which does not lead to any meaningful conclusions. To avoid this problem, we consider a
cycled version of the network, where the outlets (leaves) directly drain their entire flux to the apex (root).
The weighted adjacency matrix for this new network is denoted by ~W . Now we seek a steady state solution
F5ðF1; . . . ; FNÞT of the system

Fi5
X

j

~w ij Fj ; i51; . . . ;N: (10)

This can be written in matrix notation as F5 ~W F (the steady flux distribution F is invariant to the action of
~W ), or ðIN2 ~W ÞF50N , where IN is the N 3 N identity matrix, and 0N is the N 3 1 vector of zeros. In other

Figure 3. (left) Rooted acyclic digraph with a weighted adjacency matrix W. The figure shows the adjacency matrix W, the corresponding
degree matrices Din

W , Dout
W , and the Laplacians Lin

W , Lout
W for the digraph. The weights wij are shown next to the graph edges and capture the

partitioning of flux at each channel bifurcation.
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words, we need to identify the null-space of the matrix (IN2 ~W ). We notice that IN is the out-degree matrix
for ~W , so (IN2 ~W ) is in fact the out-degree graph Laplacian for the weighted adjacency matrix ~W . It is clear
from the flux interpretation that there exists a unique solution to this problem. We summarize these obser-
vations below.

Consider a delta channel network represented by a rooted acyclic digraph G with weighted cycled adja-
cency matrix ~W . The steady flow F 5 (F1,. . .,FN)T at the vertices is given (up to a scalar factor) by the eigen-
vector that spans the null-space of the out-degree graph Laplacian Lout

~W
5IN2 ~W , i.e., F is the solution of

Lout
~W

F50. Accordingly, the steady flow at an edge (vu) is given by Fuv5Fv wuv .

Figure 4 illustrates this result in the simple weighted digraph of Figure 3. One can check that the eigenvec-
tor F computed as presented above gives the consistent (and intuitively clear) flow values at the vertices
and edges of the examined graph.

3.3. Contributing Subnetworks
Here we identify the contributing subnetwork Ru—the subnetwork that participates in draining fluxes from
the apex to a given vertex u. We define the exclusive part Hu of a subnetwork Ru as the set of all vertices in
Ru that drain exclusively to the outlet u. The common part Cu of a subnetwork Ru is defined as the comple-
ment of Hu in Ru, that is as the set of all the vertices that drain to at least one other outlet besides u. Caugh-
man and Veerman [2006] established the existence of a particularly useful basis in the null-space of the
weighted graph Laplacian, which offers an elegant solution to the problem of identifying Ru, Hu, Cu and
determining the steady state flux distribution within Ru.

We start below with identifying the contributing subnetworks that drain the apex to the delta outlets
(shoreline nodes) and then extend this theory to identifying contributing subnetworks that drain the apex
to any downstream node of interest.

Consider a delta system represented by an acyclic graph G with a weighted adjacency matrix W. Assume
that the system has k outlets indexed as i 5 1,. . .,k. Then,

1. The null-space of the weighted in-degree Laplacian Lin
WðGRÞ for the reverse graph GR has dimension (mul-

tiplicity of the eigenvalue zero) equal to the number of outlets k.

2. There exists a unique basis ci, i 5 1,. . .,k, of this null-space in RN (i.e., the basis consists of k vectors each
having N components) with the property

Figure 4. Computation of steady flow through the digraph of Figure 3. The input flux at the root is 25 units (fluxes indicated by circled
numbers at nodes). The figure shows the cycled weighted adjacency matrix ~W , the corresponding weighted out-degree Laplacian Lout

~W
, the

steady flow solution F at the vertices, and the steady flow Fedge at the edges. Notice the difference of ~W from the weighted adjacency
matrix W of Figure 3; the top row in ~W reflects the cycling of the flux from nodes 2 and 4 back to 1 for mass balance in obtaining the
steady state solution. The node fluxes Fi have been obtained from the solution of Lout

~W
F50 (the eigenvector that spans the null-space of

Lout
~W

) while the steady state fluxes Fuv at the edges have been obtained as Fuv5wuv Fv (see text).
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ciðjÞ5dij5
1; i5j;

0; i 6¼ j
for j51; . . . ; k:

(

That is, the component of the vector ci is unity at the outlet i (ci(i) 5 1) and zero at all other outlets
(ci(j) 5 0 for j 6¼ i, j 5 1,. . .,k).

3. The nonoutlet vertex v belongs to the contributing subnetwork Ri if and only if ci(v) 6¼ 0.

4. The vertex v belongs to the exclusive part Hi of the subnetwork Ri if and only if ci(v) 5 1; the vertex v
belongs to the common part Ci of the subnetwork Ri if and only if 0< ci(v)< 1.

5. If element wuv of the weighted adjacency matrix W represents the proportion of flux at parental vertex v
that drains to offspring vertex u, then the value ci(v) equals the proportion of flux at vertex v that drains
to the outlet i.

We observe that the structure of the contributing network is a topologic (rather than dynamic) property,
which means that it should be independent of a particular physical meaning of the elements of W. This
implies that the above results (1)–(4) stay true for any weight distribution within the adjacency matrix of G.
For instance, the results are true for the unweighted adjacency matrix A.

The statements (1)–(4) above are a paraphrase of the original theorem proven in Caughman and Veerman
[2006, theorem 3.3]. To demonstrate the additional property (5), consider a flow along the directed edges of
G with the distribution of the parental flux among the offspring given by a weighted adjacency matrix
W 5 {wvu} such that w1u 1���1 wNu 5 1 for any u 5 1,. . .,N. The statement (5) is trivial for the outlets of G,
which always belong to the exclusive part of their respective subnetworks, and hence considered to drain
the entire flux to their own contributing subnetwork: ciðiÞ51. To prove the statement for the rest of the ver-
tices, observe that by definition of the eigenvector

Lin
WðGRÞci5 Din

WðGRÞ2WðGRÞ
� �

ci5 Dout
W ðGÞ2WðGÞT

h i
ci50;

which implies

DoutðGÞci5WðGÞTci:

We notice that Dout(G)ci(v) 5 ci(v) for all nonoutlet vertices v, because of our assumptions about the ele-
ments of W(G). This means that the nonoutlet element v of the eigenvector ci equals the weighted average
of its parental elements in GR (or offspring elements in G):

ciðvÞ5
XN

j51

wvjciðjÞ; i51; . . . ;N:

The induction with the base at the leaves and steps along the directed edges of GR completes the proof.

The result above is readily extended to identifying the subnetwork that drains fluxes from the apex to any
chosen vertex, not necessarily an outlet. For that, one needs to make the examined vertex an outlet by dis-
connecting it from its offspring. The respectively modified weighted adjacency matrix is then used to obtain
the result.

We notice that while the result of Caughman and Veerman [2006] guarantees the existence of a ‘‘good’’ basis
ci in the null-space, one cannot be sure that exactly this basis will be found by a particular numerical
method (software). However, this basis can be readily constructed from any alternative one using its charac-
teristic property (2).

We illustrate the identification of contributing subnetworks in the simple digraph of Figure 5 (also used in
Figures 3 and 4, above). The graph has two outlets (nodes 2 and 4). Accordingly, the multiplicity of the zero
eigenvalue is two and the corresponding eigenvectors c2 and c4 describe the structure of the subnetworks
contributing to the outlets. The subnetwork R2 that contributes to the outlet {2} consists of vertices {1,2,3};
the subnetwork R4 that contributes to the outlet {4} consists of the vertices {1,3,4}. Both the apex {1} and
internal vertex {3} belong to the common part of both the subnetworks; and the outlets are the only exclu-
sive parts of the respective subnetworks. The proportion of the flux that drains from each vertex to each
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subnetwork is given by the eigenvectors c2 and c4 as indicated in the figure. It is easy to check that this
solution is consistent with the steady flow values shown at the graph vertices.

3.4. Nourishing Subnetworks
In this section, we identify the nourishing subnetwork Nu—the subnetwork that drains fluxes from u to the
outlets [Edmonds et al., 2011]. This is done by applying the same technique as above to the directed graph
G rather than the reverse graph GR. Namely, to identify the nourishing network for a node u, we first make u
an apex by disconnecting it from the parents. The identification is then done using the following result,
which is again a paraphrase of the original theorem by Caughman and Veerman [2006, theorem 3.3].

Consider a delta system represented by an acyclic digraph G. Assume that the system has k roots indexed
as i 5 1,. . .,k. Assume that the element wuv of the weighted adjacency matrix W represents the proportion
of flux at parental vertex v that drains to offspring vertex u. Then,

1. The null-space of the weighted in-degree Laplacian Lin
WðGÞ has dimension (the multiplicity of the zero

eigenvalue) equal to the number of roots k.

2. There exists a unique basis ci(j), i 5 1,. . .,k, of the null-space in RN (i.e., the basis has k vectors each having
N components) such that

ciðjÞ5dij5
1; i5j;

0; i 6¼ j
for j51; . . . ; k

(

That is, the component of the vector ci is unity at the root i (ci(i) 5 1) and zero at all other roots (ci(j) 5 0
for j 6¼ i, j 5 1,. . .,k).

3. The vertex v belongs to the nourishing subnetwork Ni of root i if and only if ciðvÞ 6¼ 0.

Figure 6 illustrates this result in the digraph of Figures 3–5. In this simple situation (k 5 1), all the vertices
belong to the nourishment subnetwork of the apex {1}.

4. Application to Two Real Deltas

In this study, we apply the graph Laplacian framework to the analysis of the Wax Lake and Niger deltas.

4.1. Wax Lake Delta
The Wax Lake delta is a relatively young river-dominated delta with a radial shoreline propagation (Figure 7,
left). It receives input from the Mississippi River through the Atchafalaya River and the Wax Lake outlet con-
sisting of an average discharge of 2900 m3/s and 2.35 3 107 tons yr21 of sediment [Roberts et al., 2003].

Figure 5. Contributing subnetworks for the outlets of the digraph of Figure 3. Here there are two contributing subnetworks draining the
root (node 1) to the outlet nodes 2 and 4. The figure shows the weighted out-degree Laplacian Lout

W ðGÞ5Lin
W ðGRÞT. The contributing subnet-

works are constructed using the two eigenvectors c2 and c4 that span the Laplacian null-space, i.e., are the solutions of Lin
W ðGRÞc50. The

eigenvector element ci (v) shows the proportion of the flux at vertex v that drains to outlet i. For instance, c2(1) 5 0.76 5 19/25 of the flux
at vertex 1 drains to outlet 2, etc. See Figure 3 for the graph adjacency matrix and Figure 4 for the steady flow solution.
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Subaerial land began to emerge after the 1973 flood, and since then the delta has evolved with minimum
human alteration [Roberts et al., 1980]. In the last two decades, the delta surface has doubled to more than
100 km2 from 52.1 km2 in 1994 [Roberts et al., 1997; Paola et al., 2011]. Core data analysis reveals that sand
accounts for two-thirds (67%) of the sediment deposits in the Wax Lake Delta [Roberts et al., 1997]. Erosion
occurs on the channel banks resulting in a median increase of 11% in channel widths since the early 1990s
and island migration farther downstream [Shaw et al., 2013]. We utilized the outline of the Wax Lake delta
structure processed by Edmonds et al. [2011] and identified 59 links and 24 shoreline outlets. In our analysis,
we only consider primary channels, which are links that provide direct paths from the delta apex to a shore-
line outlet. The partition of the flow at a parental vertex among the immediate downstream channels is pro-
portional to the channel width [Bolla Pittaluga et al., 2003; Edmonds et al., 2011].

4.2. Niger Delta
The Niger delta is an older, highly complex distributary network that has numerous loops and other intri-
cate structures (Figure 7, right). The delta is very flat, with a gradient of 7 3 1025 [Syvitski et al., 2005]. The
origin of the delta is estimated to be 80 million years ago during the Late Cretaceous [Short and Staeuble,
2004; Goudie, 2005]. Sediment in the delta is dominated by Quaternary sand, clay, and gravel [Reijers, 2011].
The Niger delta is fed by the Niger River, which delivers a mean annual water discharge of 6130 m3/s and
3.97 3 107 tons yr21 sediment discharge to the delta head [Syvitski et al., 2005]. Unlike the Wax Lake delta,
the Niger delta is classified as in peril mainly because of reduced water and sediment fluxes due to hun-
dreds of dams and reservoirs upstream and accelerated compaction within the delta driven by oil and gas
extraction. Increased tidal influence due to sea level rise is also causing saltwater intrusion that is affecting
the floodplain ecology and threatening potable water supply in the region [Abam, 2001; Kuenzer et al.,
2014]. We consider the channel network outlined by Smart and Moruzzi [1971], consisting of 181 links that
connect the Niger River to 15 shoreline outlets. Our study area is confined between the coordinates
(5822018.5100N, 5819015.5300E) and (4820042.5800N, 6842044.7400E). Recent assessment of the Niger delta coast-
line using satellite imagery shows that in coastal areas where changes have been observed, erosion is more
prevalent than sediment deposition [Adegoke et al., 2010; Kuenzer et al., 2014]. A comparison of the Smart
and Moruzzi [1971] network with recent satellite images from the USGS Earth Explorer web site shows
changes in the shoreline links since 1971, but the overall connectivity structure (primary channels) is still
maintained. Water discharge is again assumed to be proportional to channel widths measured on Landsat
images.

4.3. Steady Flux and Contributing, Nourishment Subnetworks
The steady state flux for the Wax Lake delta is illustrated in Figure 8a. There exists no dominant shoreline
outlet for this delta—the maximum outlet flow of about 12% of the apex flux is achieved at 4 out of 24 out-
lets. We also observe that 25% (6 out of 24) of outlet links receive 60% of the flux at the apex. This result is
comparable to the synthetic sediment flux distribution at the shoreline for the Wax Lake delta obtained by
Edmonds et al. [2011]. The steady state flux for the Niger delta is illustrated in Figure 8c, where only five (out

Figure 6. Nourishing subnetworks for the apex of the digraph of Figure 3. The figure shows the weighted in-degree Laplacian Lin
W and the

single eigenvectors c1 that spans the Laplacian null-space, i.e., is the solution of Lin
W ðGÞc150. The eigenvector element c1(v) is not equal to

zero if and only if the vertex v receives fluxes from the apex. Since all vertices receive fluxes from the apex 1 in this example, hence the
eigenvector has all elements equal to 1. See Figure 3 for the graph adjacency matrix.
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of 15) outlets contribute more than 90% of the flux delivered to the coastline. Figures 8b and 8d show the num-
ber of outlets receiving fluxes from a given link in the two examined deltas. This plot highlights the relative
importance of a link in the delta network: the hot spot (red) links affect many outlets while blue links only affect
a single outlet. The hot spots can be interpreted as ‘‘highways of perturbation’’ since, even if the steady flux in
the link is not high, the effect of the perturbation will be experienced by many shoreline outlets in the delta.

The outlet contributing networks for the two examined deltas are shown in Figures 9 and 10 (the colored
lines will be discussed in the next section and should be ignored for now). In the Wax Lake delta, most of
the outlet contributing networks (18 out of 24, or 67%) have a single path connecting the delta apex to the
shoreline outlet. On the contrary, in the Niger delta all the subnetworks have multiple pathways.

In the next section, we present an intuitive approach to quantifying delta vulnerability by assessing the
effect of a local flux perturbation to each delta outlet and the delta as a whole. The companion paper [Teje-
dor et al., 2015] discusses several definitions of the ‘‘complexity’’ of each subnetwork in terms of the number
of paths joining the apex to the outlet, number of shared paths with other subnetworks, and number of
paths that ‘‘leak’’ fluxes to other subnetworks; this complexity can be used to compare and contrast deltas
as well as provide insight into their vulnerability to perturbations.

5. Mapping Vulnerability to Local Flux Perturbations

Having developed a mathematical framework for extracting delta subnetworks and computing their fluxes,
we are ready to explore how the fluxes at the shoreline outlets are affected by localized changes in any link
of the system. For example, building dikes, dams, and diversions for flood protection or agricultural needs
might reduce the flow in some of the channels (vertices), with this reduction propagating downstream
according to the overall system connectivity. In extreme cases, some of the system vertices might disappear
altogether as channels might be cut off due to lack of sufficient flow to maintain them. We note that in real
deltaic systems such alterations would trigger dynamic changes in the network transport, self-organizing
some parts of the network in a way that might result in different connectivity. Here we assume, however,
that the system connectivity is fixed, and only the fluxes may change due to externally imposed perturba-
tions. In a system science perspective, it is of interest to evaluate how fluxes in every part of the system
might change in response to a perturbation in one or more elements of the system. Questions such as what
links of the delta network, if altered, might affect most drastically the distribution of fluxes to the coastal
outlets, or where an intervention should be imposed to maintain a desired flux to a particular outlet node
for land building purposes, are important components of delta management toward sustainability. Here we

Figure 7. (left) Wax Lake delta in the Louisiana coast. The skeleton network (yellow lines) is superimposed on the aerial view of the delta (photo obtained in 2005 by the National Center
of Earth-surface Dynamics, NCED). (right) Niger delta in West Africa. The skeleton network was obtained from Smart and Moruzzi [1971] and it is superimposed with a Landsat image.
Only links in the networks that connect the delta apex to the shoreline outlets are considered in the connectivity analysis.
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demonstrate how we can use the results of sections 2 and 3 to build vulnerability maps that quantify the
effect of local flux perturbations to outlet fluxes.

Our framework focuses on delta nodes (graph vertices), while here we prefer to deal with flux changes at
links (graph edges). The flux reduction at an edge can be modeled by adding a new artificial outlet z to the
vertex v and redistributing the flux Fuv between u (flux left) and z (flux lost) so that

Fold
uv 5Fnew

uv 1Fzv5Fold
uv ð12aÞ1Fold

uv a; 0 � a � 1:

This corresponds to assigning the new weights wzv5wold
uv a and wnew

uv 5wold
uv ð12aÞ to the weighted adjacency

matrix W. The coefficient a represents the proportion of the flux lost.

Consider now a link that drains the fraction p, 0� p� 1, of its steady flux to a given outlet. Assume that the
steady flux F at this link (see section 3.2) is related to the steady flux O at the outlet as O/F 5 B> 0. The
steady flux at the outlet can be then represented as

O5 Fp|{z}
Contribution from examined link

1 FðB2pÞ|fflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflffl}
Contribution from the other links

: (11)

Figure 8. (a and c) Steady state flux, F, and (b and d) number of outlets, n, that link contributes to. (a and b) Wax Lake delta: the distribu-
tion of flux among the immediate downstream links is proportional to the channel width. (c and d) Niger delta: the flux is distributed
equally among the immediate downstream links. The flux at the apex is normalized to F 5 1.
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Equation (11) implies that p� B, which is necessary to ensure that the flux contribution from the links other
than the examined one is nonnegative. The a-reduction of the flux at the examined link results in the new
flux Onew at the outlet:

Onew5FðB2apÞ:

The corresponding outlet flux reduction is given by

r512
Onew

O
5a

p
B
: (12)

We notice that (i) the constraint p� B, or equivalently p/B� 1, and hence the outlet flux reduction r cannot
exceed the link flux reduction a; (ii) the perturbed flow at the outlet can be readily obtained from equation
(12) without recalculating the perturbed steady flow for the entire delta, and (iii) the outlet flux reduction r
is always proportional to the link flux reduction a. These useful properties reflect the linearity of our trans-
port system. Moreover, from equation (12) we can argue that link (vu) is vulnerable if (i) it drains a large pro-
portion of its steady flux to outlet i ðp � 1Þ, and (ii) it is a significant contributor to the outlet i with respect
to other links ðB � pÞ.

To systematically apply these observations to every link (vu) and every outlet i in a delta, we consider quan-
tities pi

uv and Bi
uv that are uniquely defined for each pair {(vu), i}. We now characterize the flux reduction at

outlet i with respect to the flux reduction at link (vu) by the local vulnerability V i
uv5pi

uv=Bi
uv . We use the

Figure 9. Contributing subnetworks (from apex to outlets) and vulnerability maps for the Wax Lake delta. Each figure highlights the contributing subnetwork for a single outlet (note
that all 24 subnetworks shown in the figures were extracted with a single operation as shown in Figure 5 and explained in section 3.3). Shoreline outlets are shown in black. Red, yellow,
and blue links represent high V i

uv > 0:75
� �

, medium 0:25 < V i
uv � 0:75

� �
, and low V i

uv � 0:25
� �

values of the local vulnerability index of equation (13). Notice that if a-reduction is
applied to the link (vu), the shoreline outlet will experience a reduction of its steady flux by a factor a � V i

uv .
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results of section 3.3 to write pi
uv5ciðuÞ, where ciðuÞ is the proportion of the flux at the vertex u that drains

to outlet i, so it is also the proportion of the flux at the link (vu) that drains to the outlet i. Furthermore, Bi
uv5

Fi=Fuv by construction. Hence, we express the local vulnerability as

V i
uv5

pi
uv

Bi
uv

5
ciðuÞFuv

Fi
5

ciðuÞFv wuv

Fi
; (13)

where ci(u) is described in section 3.3, wuv is the proportion of the flux at a parental vertex v that drains to
offspring vertex u, and Fv is the steady flux at vertex v described in section 3.2.

The global vulnerability of outlet i is defined as the average of the local vulnerabilities over all links in the
subnetwork that drains to outlet i (edges of graph G):

Vi5
1
jEi j

X
ðvuÞ2E

V i
uv ; (14)

where |Ei| denotes the number of links in the subnetwork that drains to outlet i (contributing network for
outlet i as described in section 3.3).

As an illustration, we compute here the local vulnerability indices at each of the outlets of the Wax Lake and
Niger. The results are shown in vulnerability maps in Figures 9 and 10 (color code). Each panel illustrates the
link vulnerability within the contributing network of a particular outlet. In this analysis, we index the delta
nodes in such a way that the outlet indices coincide with the panel numbers. The red, yellow, and blue
edges represent high V i

uv > 0:75
� �

, medium 0:25 < V i
uv � 0:75

� �
, and low V i

uv � 0:25
� �

values of the local
vulnerability index.

It is noted that subnetworks dominated by a single path are very vulnerable as a change of flux in that path
propagates directly to the outlet. At the same time, subnetworks with many splitting and joining paths are
less vulnerable to alterations in individual links of the system. For example, for subnetwork 10 of Niger delta,

Figure 10. Contributing subnetworks (from apex to outlets) and vulnerability maps for the Niger delta. Each figure highlights the contributing subnetwork for a single outlet. Shoreline
outlets are shown in black. Red, yellow, and blue links represent high 0:75 < V i

uv

� �
, medium 0:25 < V i

uv � 0:75
� �

, and low V i
uv � 0:25

� �
values of the local vulnerability index. Notice

that if a-reduction is applied to the link (vu), the shoreline outlet will experience a reduction of its steady flux by a factor a � V i
uv .
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the global subnetwork vulnerability (as defined by equation (14)) is V10 5 0.2, which means that on average if
the flux at any of the upstream links that drain to outlet 10 is reduced by a fraction a, the flux to the outlet
will be reduced by 0.2a suggesting that upstream alterations (e.g., flux reduction) in those links will not
impact considerably the flux at the outlet. This is consistent with the map of Figure 10, where most links in
subnetwork 10 are labeled blue. On the contrary, the vulnerability V1 5 0.85 for subnetwork 1 of Niger delta
indicates that flux change in a link of this subnetwork will have a large effect on the outlet; e.g., on average
a reduction by a factor of 0.5 in the link will propagate as a reduction by a factor 0:5 � 0:8550:425 to the
outlet. This is also seen from Figure 10 where most of the links of subnetwork 1 are labeled red.

Figure 11 presents the global subnetwork vulnerability Vi for each subnetwork of the Wax Lake and Niger del-
tas. In general, it is observed that subnetworks with all red links in Figures 9 and 10 (maximum reduction of
the outlet flux in response to a link perturbation) are very vulnerable, while subnetworks with mostly blue
or yellow links (medium to minimum reduction in the outlet flux in response to a link perturbation) are less
vulnerable. Although the examined metrics of response to change (vulnerability maps and vulnerability
indices) are very simple, they still present a first cut at seeing the delta as a system where a change in one
part affects all other parts as directed by topologic connectivity and flux dynamics. If the interest is not to
evaluate the response of perturbations to the outlets but to any other specific nodes of interest, the meth-
odology presented in section 3 can be applied to that purpose.

Subnetwork topology and the potential to exchange flux with nearby subnetworks directly affects the way
a change in a link propagates to the outlet. Although here this propagation was computed by an iterative
scheme which uses the weighted Laplacian matrix of hundreds of nested downstream pathways for each
subnetwork, the question arises as to whether instead of performing these direct computations one can
resort to associate (at least qualitatively) vulnerability to metrics that capture the topologic (network) and
dynamic (flux exchange) complexity of each subnetwork. Such formal metrics are proposed in the compan-
ion paper [Tejedor et al., 2015] and demonstrated in a series of delta channel networks ranging from very
simple to very complex ones.

6. Discussion

Although some young deltas, such as the Wax Lake delta, resemble inverted tributary networks, in general,
deltaic systems have a much richer topological structure than river networks. Thereby, delta networks are
not amenable to the hierarchical branching structure analysis used in river networks which is based on the
Hortonian or Tokunaga indicing methods (e.g., for a recent extensive Tokunaga analysis of 400 river

Figure 11. Average vulnerability indices Vi of contributing subnetworks arranged in decreasing order for (left) Wax Lake and (right) Niger deltas (see equation (14) for definition). Each
subnetwork is labeled by its outlet number (see Figures 9 and 10). A subnetwork composed of a single path from the apex to the outlet is more vulnerable to a flux change than a sub-
network that includes several interconnected paths.
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networks, see Zanardo et al. [2013]). Horton and Tokunaga indices are difficult to define in deltaic networks
due to the existence of loops found at all bifurcating levels from the upstream nodes to the shoreline. To
our knowledge, no quantitative tools or frameworks for delta river network analysis exist to date. Our pro-
posed framework aims to fill this gap and offers a powerful machinery to extract all topologically relevant
information from delta networks. It is understood that is information forms the basis for any follow-up anal-
ysis that tries to relate the mechanistic and physical processes underlying delta formation to the patterns
they imprint on the landscapes.

A simple ‘‘decomposition’’ of a delta network system in its distinct subnetworks that connect the apex to the
shoreline outlets, reveals that these subnetworks are not independent of each other, i.e., many links are
shared among two or more subnetworks (see Figures 8b and 8d, together with Figures 9 and 10). This implies
the existence of a ‘‘topologic interaction’’ among the different subnetworks. For instance, in subnetwork 10 of
the Niger delta (see Figure 10), there is a big overlap of links with many other subnetworks. Large overlap
among delta’s subnetworks might have significant implications for the delta system as a whole: on one hand,
a given perturbation will affect a bigger portion of the delta; but on the other hand, the perturbation may be
damped because it can be distributed among several subnetworks. Topology is certainly the most important
constraint for the flux distribution, but the asymmetric partition of fluxes at each bifurcation also plays a vital
role in the dynamic exchange of fluxes among subnetworks, especially for deltas that exhibit preferential flow
paths. Thus, the interaction among subnetworks must have two components: topologic and dynamic. The lat-
ter takes into account the asymmetry in the flux partition at each bifurcation stemming from the local hydro-
dynamic and morphodynamic conditions. We have shown in this paper how the proposed framework is able
to provide the information required to formulate and start quantifying the complexity that arises from the
interaction of subnetworks (topologic and flux-related) and how this complexity affects the ability of the sys-
tem to propagate external perturbations from its upstream to its downstream links and to the shoreline. A
more formal and extensive analysis of the subnetwork topologic and flux interaction in a larger set of deltaic
systems is provided in the companion paper [Tejedor et al., 2015].

Defining vulnerability here in terms of the flux change at a shoreline (outlet) node due to flux changes in
upstream links, our framework clearly shows that the flux reduction felt at an outlet depends on both the
fraction of a link’s flux that drains to the outlet, p, and the quotient of the fluxes at the link and the outlet, B.
From Figures 9 and 10, it is observed that the existence of multipath connectivity between the apex and
the outlet within a subnetwork generally reduces the vulnerability index. This is due to the fact that the flux
is able to travel from the apex to the outlet through different paths and therefore a perturbation in a given
link will not affect as much the flux at the outlet as in single path subnetworks. These observations support
the necessity of a systematic, spatially extended approach to studying the effects of link perturbations on
the system as a whole. The framework introduced here allows us to compute easily the spatially extended
pairwise characteristics of any upstream link and the examined outlet, p and B. It is important to notice that
we have presented here only one scenario of change in the delta, i.e., reduction of flux at a given point of
the delta (e.g., due to dam construction); however, the study of vulnerability of other scenarios such as
diversion or construction of embankments can be also implemented within the framework. It is hoped that
having formal ways to analyze the topology and dynamics of delta networks will open the door to a suite of
analyses aiming at understanding how the structure and function of a delta system predisposes itself to cer-
tain vulnerabilities, akin, for example, to recent studies in river networks [e.g., Benda et al., 2004; Carrara
et al., 2012; Czuba and Foufoula-Georgiou, 2014].

We summarize here the main assumptions made in the formulation of our framework that could be relaxed
to generalize it or to study a specific system in detail:

1. The steady flux has been computed using channel widths as the only parameter to compute the flux par-
tition in bifurcations (weights in the adjacency matrix). Even though the width is a good surrogate for the
flux partition, if a given delta is to be studied in a greater detail, geomorphic and ecohydrologic informa-
tion (e.g., slope, depth, bed material, vegetation, etc.) can be incorporated in parameterizing the weights
to obtain a more realistic flux distribution.

2. We focus on the steady state flux of the delta and consider the long-term impact of flux perturbation in
our vulnerability analysis. In order to incorporate specific processes or seasonal forcing, a study of the
perturbation time scales and the relaxation times of the delta would be required.
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3. The current version of the framework does not incorporate possible dynamic evolution of the delta topol-
ogy and channel morphology but an extension of the proposed framework to a time-evolving adjacency
matrix is possible (see, for example, Zaliapin et al. [2010] for a dynamic river network extension concept).

4. The topology of a delta network might be composed of fluvial, tidal, and anthropogenic (artificial) chan-
nels that receive fluxes from other sources than simply the river flux at the apex. Although the proposed
framework only analyzes the ‘‘river component’’ of the fluxes in the system, other components such as
tides and direct rainfall inputs could be integrated by incorporating bidirectionality in some channels and
sources of flux located at different parts of the delta.

7. Conclusions

In contrast to the well-studied topology of tributary channel networks (networks that drain to a single outlet),
the exploration of the topology of distributary channel networks (networks that originate from a single source
and drain to multiple outlets) is still in its infancy. Yet, this topology defines the distribution of network fluxes
and dictates how changes in a given part of a network propagate to the rest; it also paves the way to better
understand the intricate self-organization of deltaic systems and their vulnerability to external perturbations.
Here we presented a rigorous framework based on graph theory within which a river delta, characterized by its
channel network, is represented by a directed graph, i.e., a collection of vertices (bifurcations and junctions in
the delta) and directed edges (channels in-between vertices, where the direction is given by the flow). All infor-
mation about the network connectivity can be stored in a sparse adjacency matrix that allows us to extract
important network topologic information by straightforward algebraic manipulations. In this paper, we have
demonstrated how the adjacency matrix can be used to extract subnetworks in the delta system, such as
upstream (contributing) and downstream (nourishment) subnetworks for any given network vertex. Of special
interest are the subnetworks that connect the apex to the outlet (shoreline) nodes and these subnetworks have
been studied here in detail. We have also demonstrated how the proposed framework can be extended to the
computation of the steady state flux propagation in the network using the weighted adjacency matrix, where
the weights determine the partition of fluxes at bifurcation points (junctions). Finally, we have illustrated how
within the proposed framework, a systematic vulnerability analysis can be performed by assessing parts of the
network where a change would most significantly affect the downstream or shoreline fluxes. All these results
follow directly from the spectral decomposition of the Laplacian (discrete analog of the Laplace operator in a dif-
fusion process derived from the adjacency matrix) for the directed graph that represents the delta network. We
note that the proposed framework is not exclusive to deltas; it is directly applicable to any other system that
can be modeled by a directed acyclic (no loops from a vertex to itself) graph, such as for example, subsurface
pathway networks on hillslopes, groundwater networks of flow, blood vessels and citation networks.

In a companion paper [Tejedor et al., 2015], we apply the approach presented herein to study delta net-
works in terms of quantifying both their topological complexity and also the complexity that arises from
their flux distribution, what we call dynamic complexity. Specifically, we define a suite of metrics that tease
out the intricate structure of pathways and flux dynamics. We also present a complementary entropy-based
approach, which quantifies ‘‘information sharing’’ among subnetworks via the mutual information (rigid
structure) and the conditional entropy (flexibility of paths), shedding a different light into the delta structure
and dynamics as well as to the concepts of robustness and vulnerability to perturbations. These metrics are
computed for seven deltas of different environmental and morphodynamic settings. In that paper, we set
the foundation for a classification of river deltas based on their complexity using both their topologic and
dynamic components. We believe that the proposed framework of quantitative analysis of deltaic systems
is an essential first step to initiate the conversation on the difficult problem of understanding how structure
and form of a delta network can quantitatively reveal physical attributes of the system’s evolution, including
its size and age of development and also the physical mechanisms behind its formation.

Notation

A(G) adjacency matrix of graph G.
AT transpose of A.
auv element of A(G).
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B ratio of the flux at a given link to the flux at the outlet.
Cu common part of a subnetwork Ru.
din

u in-degree of u (number of edges arriving at vertex u).
dout

u out-degree of u (number of edges leaving vertex u).
Din in-degree matrix.
Dout out-degree matrix.
Din

W weighted in-degree matrix.
Dout

W weighted out-degree matrix.
E collection of edges.
Fu steady flux at vertex u.
Fuv steady flow at an edge (vu), flowing from v to u.
G graph.
GR graph reverse of G.
Hu exclusive part of a subnetwork Ru.
IN N 3 N identity matrix.
L directed graph Laplacian.
Lin in-degree directed graph Laplacian.
Lout out-degree directed graph Laplacian.
Lin

W weighted in-degree directed graph Laplacian.
Lout

W weighted out-degree directed graph Laplacian.
Oi steady flux at the outlet i.
pi

uv fraction of the link (vu) flux that arrives at the outlet i.
r flux reduction at a given outlet.
Ru subnetwork that participates in draining fluxes from the apex to a given vertex u.
V collection of vertices.
Vi global subnetwork vulnerability of outlet i.
V i

uv local vulnerability; flux reduction at outlet i with respect to the flux reduction at upstream link (vu).
(vu) edge from parental vertex v to offspring vertex u.
W(G) weighted adjacency matrix of graph G.
~W cycled version weighted adjacency matrix.

wuv element of W(G).
~w uv element of ~W .
a percent change of flux at a given link.
ci basis of the null-space of the weighted in-degree Laplacian.
ci(v) element v of the eigenvector ci.
D continuous Laplace operator.
k eigenvalue.
0N N 3 1 vector of zeros.
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